Tenants at Brakendon Close
enjoy the privacy of their own
homes, while benefiting from
the wider community and
support that Corton House and
Brakendon Close provide.
All our Brakendon Close residents can lead as

The Blake Lounge is the hub of activity for our

independent and private lives as they fancy. Within

residents who want to spend time together. This

Brakendon Close we have a number of different

fantastic communal space is a hive of activity where

housing options including bungalows and flats. Each

residents meet for a range of activities and events

property benefits from its own front door, kitchen,

including coffee mornings, scrabble sessions, ‘knit

living room, bedroom and en-suite bathroom.

and natter’ and so much more.

The Close itself is set back from the road and

For residents and relatives alike there is peace of

provides a quiet and secure environment for all our

mind knowing that at least once a day our Close

residents. There is ample parking whether that be for

manager will check in on them. With cover 7 days

your car, mobility scooter or even your bike. However

a week and a 24/7 emergency callout system our

on their doorstep is the fabulous community of like

residents are in safe hands at all times.

minded people and support services designed to
make living their lives more fulfilling.

T: 01603 620119 www.cortonhouse.co.uk

“The companionship is conducive to help in
raising the spirit and the ethos is enabled by the
attitude and atmosphere provided by the staff.”

Activities and Leisure

Guest Room

An Activities and Leisure Committee maintains a

Our guest room accommodates one or two persons

programme of social events throughout the year.

and is available for family of residents or tenants

Outdoor trips and indoor events are arranged for

for a maximum of four nights. Prior notice must

interest and enjoyment, but there is no compulsion

be given particularly in the busy months such as

to take part.

summer, Christmas and Easter. A charge is made for
this facility.

Shopping Facilities
There are several useful shops and a post office
within easy walking distance of the complex. The
centre of Norwich is within walking distance for
more able tenants. There is a local bus service and a
monthly minibus for all tenants.

